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**The last cuentista**
by Donna Barba Higuera
"Earth has been destroyed by a comet, and only a few hundred scientists and their children--among them Petra--have been chosen to journey to a new planet. Hundreds of years later, Petra wakes to this new planet--and the discovery that she is the only person who remembers Earth."

**Switch**
by A. S. King
When it is discovered that time has stopped on June 23, 2020, a teen javelin prodigy resolves to uncover the truth about a mysterious switch that her father protects daily by nailing it into hundreds of progressively larger boxes.

**The electric kingdom**
by David Arnold
After a deadly Fly Flu spreads throughout the world, survivors Nico, her dog, young artist Kit, and the mysterious Deliverer roam the earth, seeking to evade the Flies and find a place where life and love can thrive again.

**Survive the Dome**
by Kosoko Jackson
"A high school junior teams up with a hacker during a police brutality protest to shut down a device that creates an impenetrable dome around Baltimore that is keeping the residents in and information from going out."

**All that's left in the world**
by Erik J. Brown
Putting their trust in one another, two boys, Andrew and Jamie, search for civilization in a world ravaged by a deadly pathogen, but their secrets could cost them everything as they try to find the courage to fight for the future, together.

**Agnes at the end of the world**
by Kelly McWilliams
Dutifully embracing her faith while tirelessly caring for her younger siblings, including one who needs forbidden insulin to survive, a teen who is unaware that she lives within a strict cult meets an Outsider boy and begins to question what is and is not a sin.

**Any sign of life**
by Rae Carson
Waking up from a deadly illness to a world that has perished, Paige Miller struggles to endure her new reality and learns that there are worse things than being alone.

**Want**
by Cindy Pon
A tale set in a heavily polluted Taipei of the near future follows the efforts of a group of teens to save their city in the face of social divisions that enable the wealthy to secure long, protected lives while the poor suffer illness and early death.

**The marrow thieves**
by Cherie Dimaline
In a world where most people have lost the ability to dream, a fifteen-year-old Indigenous boy who is still able to dream struggles for survival against an army of "recruiters" who seek to steal his marrow and return dreams to the rest of the world.

**Plague land**
by Alex Scarrow
An unidentified virus wipes out most of the Earth’s population and Leon, his mother, and younger sister Grace, who just moved to London from New York, must run for their lives.
**We set the dark on fire**  
by Tehlor Kay Mejia  
A society wife-in-training has an uncomfortable awakening about her strictly polarized society after being recruited into a band of rebel spies and falling for her biggest rival.

**The Good Luck Girls**  
by Charlotte Nicole Davis  
Sold as children and branded with cursed markings, five girls trapped in a brutal existence risk a dangerous escape and a harrowing journey to find freedom, justice and revenge in a country of human and inhuman forces that would deny them basic freedoms.

**At the end of everything.**  
by Marieke Nijkamp  
Trapped in the Hope Juvenile Treatment Center with a plague raging outside that passes through their ranks while supplies quickly dwindle, a group of incarcerated teens must figure out how to survive in a world that has never seemed to want them.

**Day one**  
by Kelly Devos  
A duology conclusion finds stepsisters Jinx and MacKenna struggling to set aside mutual animosity to rescue their brother from The Opposition, an effort that is complicated by their parents’ role in a massive political conspiracy.

**War girls**  
by Tochi Onyebuchi  
A tale set in a Black Panther-inspired Nigeria follows the experiences of two sisters in a 22nd-century world devastated by war and climate change who fight against violence and political unrest to secure a safe and peaceful life together.

**Sanctuary**  
by Paola Mendoza  
In 2032, when sixteen-year-old Vali’s mother is detained by the Deportation Forces, Vali must flee Vermont with her little brother, Ernie, hoping to reach their Tía Luna in the sanctuary state of California.

**Scythe**  
by Neal Shusterman  
Forced to become trained killers in a disease-free world where people can only die if eliminated by professional assassins, teens Citra and Rowan reluctantly train under a master reaper who informs them that the one who successfully kills the other will become his apprentice.

**The thousand steps**  
by Helen Brain  
After growing up in an underground bunker, Ebba reenters the world above to find she is an heiress and must now follow rules and regulations of society and religion she doesn’t understand.

**Unnatural disasters**  
by Jeff Hirsch  
A voice-driven novel set in a near-distant future finds a group of teens struggling to survive when attacks by an unknown terrorist organization throw the entire planet into chaos. By the best-selling author of The Eleventh Plague.

**Internment**  
by Samira Ahmed  
Forced into an interment camp for Muslim-American citizens in a near-future United States, 17-year-old Layla Amin helps forge an alliance of new friends and outside sympathizers before becoming the leader of a revolution against the camp’s corrupt guards.

**The grace year**  
by Kim Liggett  
Dreaming of a life outside the strict society that criminalizes teen girls and banishes them into the wild to be “purified,” 16-year-old Tierney discovers that many of the banished girls are being poached and sold on the black market.

**The last voyage of Poe Blythe**  
by Allyson Braithwaite Condie  
A teen captain of her Outpost’s last mining ship targets a band of thieving river raiders before the activities of an unknown traitor make her question how far she is willing to go for revenge.